
Benefits Committee Meeting 
June 21, 2018 

MSB Conference Room 130 
 
Start time:  9:00 am  
 
Committee Members in Attendance:  Matt McCombs, CWA; Mike Head, CWA; Roberta Gluski, CWA; Phil Hughes, 
CWA; Ron Rice, CWA; Stephen Colbert, IAFF; Lisa Friday, SAMP; Sandra Clayton, SAMP; Jay Ravins, SAMP; Karen 
Dombrowski, Retirees 
 
Committee Members Not In Attendance: Steven Squillante, FOP Officers; Sergeant Joel Morley, FOP Officers; Matt 
Schad, IAFF 
 
Non-Committee Members In Attendance: Shawn Fleming, Gehring Group; Karen Walker, Gehring Group; Michelle 
Kutch, Human Resources; Joe Roseto, Human Resources; Donna Cacciatore, Human Resources; Lisa Goodrich, 
Human Resources; Regina Novak, Parks and Recreation/Wellness; Haley Rinderle, Parks and Recreation/Wellness; 
Natasha Daniels, Cigna 
 
Michelle Kutch, Human Resources Manager, opened the meeting and stated the purpose of this meeting was to 
review claims to date and to discuss our renewal for 2019.  
 
Mr. Fleming referred to the handouts (attached) and stated the page 2 is the history of last year and we reviewed 
updated claims experience through April.   Mr. Fleming stated the first column “Total Plan Funding” is the amount 
of money the City puts into the plan to cover the costs of the plan.  Mr. Fleming stated Administration and 
Network Fees are the fees paid to Cigna to administer the plan, and they totaled $905,653 for 2017.   He further 
stated the majority of the Total Plan Funding is claims.  Mr. Fleming stated the next column is the Stop Loss Fees, 
which are reinsurance fees to protect us from large claims that exceed $300,000.  Mr. Fleming then said the next 
column is actual paid claims, and actual paid claims for 2017 totaled $15,760,243.  Mr. Fleming stated the Total 
Plan Cost for 2017 was $17,697,271, whereas the City planned to spend 18,641,914, leaving a reserve amount of 
$944,643 for the year.  Mr. Fleming did point out however that from August through November 2017, the City paid 
more in medical expenses than it had planned each month, resulting in the reserve account being in the red each 
of those months.   
 
Mr. Fleming then referred to page 3 of the handouts. He stated the City increased funding for 2018 by 2%, and the 
City absorbed that cost and did not pass any of the increased cost to the employees.  He said so far for 2018 we 
are not doing too badly with claims but not as good as last year, as the claims per month have increased by about 
4.5% compared to last year.  Ms. Kutch stated the renewal for 2019 will be based on claims activity for the past 
twelve months, which includes several months in 2017 where we were in the deficit.   
 
Mr. Fleming then referred to page 5 of the handouts, and stated medical costs increased by 16% from 2016 to 
2017.   He further stated pharmacy costs decreased by 5.4%. He explained that 2016 pharmacy costs increased 
mostly due to an increase in prescriptions for Hepatitis C drugs.   Mr. Fleming stated costs for Hepatitis C drugs 
have lowered for 2017, resulting in a decrease to our 2017 pharmacy costs overall.   Mr. Fleming stated our total 
costs for 2017 were 11% higher than they were for 2016, but if we exclude catastrophic claims (claims larger than 
$300,000), our increase from 2016 to 2017 would be 3%.   
 
Mr. Fleming then referred to page 8 of the handouts and stated there was an 18% increase in employees’ 
prescriptions from the Employee Health Clinic, and a 7.2% decrease in prescriptions through the insurance plan.  



Mr. Fleming stated there is a cost savings to the plan if more prescriptions are dispensed from the Clinic; he further 
stated the average spend for a prescription through the insurance is $115, while at the Clinic the average spend 
per prescription is $17.   
 
Mr. Fleming then referred to page 9 of the handouts and stated 18% of members in the insurance plan have a 
behavioral health diagnosis.  He further stated that 65% of members who filled a behavioral health prescription did 
not see a behavioral health provider.  Mr. Fleming stated that there are individuals that are getting repeated refills 
for behavioral health issues from their primary care physician, and we should do what we can to help get people to 
psychologists and psychiatrists.  He also advised we make sure members know about the Employee Assistance 
Program (EAP).  Ms. Kutch stated the practice of the Employee Health Clinic is they may prescribe medication for 
the short term, but they do not continuously prescribe behavioral health medications and try to get the employee 
to the right person to help them. 
 
Mr. Fleming then referred to page 10 of the handouts and stated that from January to May of this year, 64 
members have used Telehealth, saving the insurance plan $10,000. 
 
Mr. Fleming then referred to page 11 of the handouts, and stated we are projecting a 4.4% increase in our medical 
insurance costs for 2019.  He further stated a 4.4% increase is not that bad, and most organizations that are fully 
insured are looking at increases between 8% and 12%.  He then reminded the group that claims per month for 
2018 thus far have increased by about 4.5%.  
 
He stated we are looking at two options for 2019.  The first option (page 12), would be to return to the City paying 
75% of the employee plus one premium and 68% of the employee plus family premium, as we did for 2017.  Ms. 
Kutch reminded the group that we did see a 2% increase to our insurance costs last year, but the City absorbed 
those costs and thus we went away from the 100%/75%/68% funding.   If we return to the 100%/75%/68% 
funding, employees paying premiums for employee plus one or employee plus family coverage would see 
increases of 6.6% to the biweekly deductions for medical insurance in 2019.  This would be picking up the increase 
from 2018 and the  
 
Mr. Fleming stated the other option would be to not return to the 100%/75%/68% funding, which would result in 
passing an increase of 4.4% to what employees are currently paying (page 12).   
 
Mr. Fleming stated there were some enhancements to the schedule of benefits last year, and we looked at any 
impactful changes they could make to the schedule of benefits, but stated there was not a lot of funding to do so.  
Thus, with either option there would be no change to the schedule of benefits. 
 
Ms. Kutch asked the committee members to please get feedback from their membership, and we could discuss the 
feedback at the next Benefits Committee Meeting in approximately two weeks.  
 
Mr. Fleming stated there are no increases to the premiums for dental, but there were concerns raised regarding 
dental insurance, specifically with the provider selection.  Mr. Fleming stated more DMO dental plans networks are 
seeing more dental chains in the network and more individual dentists are no longer accepting DMO dental plans, 
as their reimbursements are significantly lower with DMO plans versus the PPO plans.  Mr. Fleming stated they 
could ask Cigna Dental to do more recruiting for their DMO networks.  Ms. Kutch also stated we could possibly look 
at adding a lower cost PPO dental plan to our options, while condensing the 3 DMO plans we have available. Ms. 



Kutch stated the Cigna P5X00 and the Cigna F1-09 plans are very similar, so we could possibly eliminate one of the 
Cigna DMO plans.  
 
It was announced there will be no changes to our Vision Insurance.   
 
Ms. Kutch then discussed a change in Deferred Compensation.  Ms. Kutch stated there is an Investment Committee 
with the City that meets quarterly and compares the fees and investments for the deferred compensation plans.  
The committee decided to issue a Request for Proposal for other deferred compensation vendors, as the City has 
been using the same two vendors (ICMA and Nationwide) for twenty years.   
 
Ms. Kutch stated they asked for quotes to reflect the option of keeping two vendors or consolidating to one 
vendor.  Ms. Kutch stated they City received ten responses, and the fees favored the consolidation to one vendor.  
After reviewing the proposals, the recommendation was to move to one vendor, and to choose ICMA as the sole 
vendor, as fees for employees in both plans will be lower.  Employees currently in the ICMA plan will see an 85% 
reduction in their fees, and employees being transferred from Nationwide to ICMA will see an 87% reduction in 
their fees.  More information regarding the changes to the 457 Deferred Compensation Plans will be forthcoming.   
 
Ms. Kutch closed the meeting and stated the committee would probably meet again in approximately two weeks 
and again asked for the committee to go back to their members with the renewal information and obtain 
feedback.  
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